COATING
REMOVAL
SYSTEM

The Coating Removal System is a state-of-the-art
induction heating tool that rapidly strips paint and tough,
high-build coatings.
— Safer working environment. The controlled, localized

heat results in significantly reduced fumes and toxic dust.

— Easy clean-up. The coating material mainly peels off in
flakes rather than being pulverized.
— Noiseless operation. Operators can work in public areas
without creating a disturbance.
— Reduced energy consumption. Fast, easy, accurate and
repeatable heat delivery makes the coating removal
process extremely energy-efficient.

PUTTING THE SMARTER
HEAT TO SMARTER USE

COATING
REMOVAL
SYSTEM
PRODUCT FEATURES
Easy-to-use

Safe operation

Arrives at the job site start-up
ready. Just plug the unit into the
site’s AC power supply, connect the
cooling hoses and choose inductor.
The system is compact and lightweight.

The induction heating process result
in limited fume generation. Coating
debris is easy to gather and remove.
Hand-held transformers (HHT)
operate at low voltages and are
water-cooled.

Range of coils

Twin power output

Inductors are available in
a wide range of sizes and
geometries to optimize
coating removal via
freehand, semi-automatic
and scanning operation.

The EFD Induction Coating
Removal System is the only
system that can feature two
independent operator units
for simultaneous use in
different areas.

i-Scan system

Advanced MMI

When coupled with the unique
i-Scan system it is possible to
immediatly detect speed changes
and variations in the coating
thickness. The parameters are
automatically adjusted to cope with
the changes.

The functionalitiy of the clear,
menu-based and multi- language
control panel is based on our specially designed microcontroller. A
remote control unit lets you control
heating cycles via feedback to the
microcontroller.

TECHNICAL DATA
Output
Continuous output power
Max. output power
Duty factor / cycle time
Output power regulation range
Frequency range
HHT 240 power cable length
Supply
Supply voltage range
Frequency
Nominal voltage
Nominal line current
Max. line current intermittent
Nominal apparent power
Maximum apparent power
Recommended fuse
Mains cable length
* Dependent of coil
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2 x 25 kW
2 x 40 kW
50%/10 min
2-100%
10-25 kHz
15 m
3 x 400-480 V + 10%
50/60 Hz
400 V
89A (RMS)
134A (RMS)
62 kVA
93 kVA
100 Amp
5m

Cooling
Water consumption, min.
Water inlet temperature
Water pressure min./max.
Cooling water quality - ph
Enclosure
Ambient operating temp.
Outer dimensions (WxDxH)
Weight with HHT 240 / 5 m
Enclosure protection
Color
HHT 240 outer dimension (LxOD)
HHT 240 weight without handle
Subject to modification

24 l/min*
max. 35oC
4.5/6 bar*
between 7.0 and 9.0
+5oC - +50oC
345 x 708 x 453 mm
86 kg (approx.)
IP 54
RAL 7035 Grey
132 x 77 mm
3.5 kg

